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AURUS-4 S / AURUS-4 XL
The beauty of simplicity

AURUS-4 S/XL, the TELETASK 
massive glass touch panel, will 
improve your interior design to 
an exclusive level. This panel is 
especially designed to use where 
multiple Home Automation buttons 
are needed at one location in a 
minimalistic architecture. This four 
button beauty is available in a glossy 
white, black, aluminium-grey or 
shining golden glass design. It will 
be love at first sight for you and your 
guests. You can choose between the 
compact square AURUS-4 S model or 
the larger rectangular AURUS-4 XL 
model.

This capacitive technology* panel is 
divided into four large sensitive area’s 
with LED’s. During the night the four 
feedback LED’s are softly illuminated, 
for easy location of your buttons in the 
dark.This panel can be used to control 
your lights, curtains, drapes¸ shutters, 
sun blinds, doors, gates, heating/cooling 
and even your music. If four buttons 
are too limited you can extend them by 

using a TELETASK remote control. The 
mini remote control has 16 functions 
and the large remote control has extra 
functions for heating/cooling, audio and 
multi-colour control on top.

AURUS-4 has a built-in sensor for room 
temperature control. Both heating and 
cooling are supported. While seated in 
your sofa or lying in your bed, a buzzer 
will give you the acoustic feedback for 
every chosen function.

As a bonus the AURUS-4 XL can be 
plugged into his wall bracket in a vertical 
or horizontal position, the choice is up 
to you. No more disturbing wrongly 
positioned touch panels, just install them 
as you like.

*What is capacitive touch 
technology? 

TELETASK introduces the newest 
capacitive touch technology. At the 
back of the glass front plate, there are 
two imaginary buttons. These buttons 
are made out of antennas which sense 
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Figure: AURUS-4 XL and S in all possible colours

the touch of a human finger, which than 
activate its predefined function.

Technical

About any standard single wall box can 
be used for both brick- and plasterboard 
walls. The AURUS is provided to be 
mounted in these wall boxes with two 
screws or claws.
If four buttons are not enough for your 
application or you want a panel with a 
display, please check the other AURUS 
panels. These have other integration 
features but have the same installation 
bracket (for the same wall box), so you 
can easily change the panels on the wall 
in a matter of seconds. If you like to go 
one step further; you can also go for the 
AURUS-TFT. This is a 4.3” capacitive 
touch screen with full colour display, 
on which you can control all home 
automation functions of your project, see 
graphs, energy consumption/generation 
information, etc... Or go for the large 
size touch screens of the MAIOR family 
with 10”, 15” or 19” displays.

Dimensions: 

Total thickness on the wall:
4S: 90W x 90H (glass plate) x 13 (mm) 
4XL: 90W x 140H (glass plate) x 13 (mm)

Connections: 
 
AUTOBUS: with dedicated connection 
set (included with the device).

Maintenance:

Use only dry microfiber cloth.

Bestelcode:

TDS12024WH: S White
TDS12024BL: S Black
TDS12024AU: S Gold
TDS12024LG: S Silver grey

TDS12021WH: XL White
TDS12021BL: XL Black
TDS12021AU: XL Gold
TDS12021LG: XL Silver grey
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